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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
This past year, we have been reminded each day 
that our college, our campus, and our students are 
truly remarkable. The 2021-2022 academic year 
marked a gradual return to campus life – as we 
thoughtfully and safely came together with faculty, 
staff, and students. To meet each other “in real 
life” reminded us that connecting and exchanging 
human energy is vital to creating a healthy learning 
environment for our students. At our new weekly 
College Hour events, we had the chance to 
welcome students and connect outdoors in our 
campus quad and share conversation, food, and 
games, bringing a much-needed jolt of life and 
energy back to this physical space.

Our District teams diligently worked to ensure 
the health and safety of our entire campus 
community – from upgrading filtration, ensuring 
adequate air flow, and making testing and masking 
widely available. Our deans and leadership were 
innovative in developing a flexible and intentional 
schedule to meet the needs of our students 
that included both robust online and in-person 
offerings. This year was a turning point, as we 
have emerged from this crisis with a new sense of 
confidence that we can safely manage Covid and 
come together in-person to serve our students.

As we reflect on this past year, the people 
of Skyline College have made us shine as we  
worked collectively to  shape the vision of our 
future. As a campus community, we began our 
integrated planning process to reestablish that 
cohesion in planning is necessary to holistically 
support our campus vision. We have opened 
our Education Master Plan, as we engage in a  
participatory governance process to ensure that all 
constituencies  give voice to our goals for the next 
five years. This is critical work, as all of our strategic 
planning will flow from this new Education Master 
Plan.

This year we also galvanized the campus around 
the work of the People’s College Initiative (PCI), 
where together we are laying the foundation for 
a strong, sustainable and healthy college climate 
– work that intersects with our active antiracism 
efforts. We are working to transform our college 
as a community of the people, to emphasize to 
our students the value of strong civic engagement 

and protecting the core principles 
of democracy. Four task groups, 
representing the major initiatives of PCI, 
will complete their work this upcoming 
year, and institutionalize these goals into 
the Education Master Plan.

Our students continue to inspire us daily 
with their perseverance and resilience 
through challenging times. Whether 
attending classes in-person or virtually, 
they pushed themselves to achieve their 
goals and enrich the community around 
us. We graduated over 1000 students! 
They did it! I am so inspired by their 
optimism and success despite the real 
struggles our students face.  The Skyline 
College campus is so much more than a 
collection of classrooms. We are a vibrant 
learning community that transforms our 
students to be agents for change. 

It was particularly inspiring this year to 
celebrate our graduates at our inaugural 
outdoor Commencement Ceremony. 
So many of our students are the first in 
their families to graduate from college. 
The significance of bringing our event 
outdoors was to not only recognize 
our students, but to give so many of 
their families and friends a first-time 
opportunity to witness this important 
milestone. 

I am in awe of our Skyline College 
community and the work we collectively 
accomplished over this past academic 
year. I am filled with excitement, 
anticipation, and hope as we embark  on 
a very bright future.

Melissa Moreno, J.D.
President, Skyline College

“This year was a 
turning point, as 

we have emerged 
from this crisis 

with a new sense 
of confidence that 

we can safely 
manage Covid and 

come together 
in-person to serve 

our students.”
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“The Promise 
Scholars Program 
provided the 
perfect transition 
from high school 
to college. The 
myriad resources, 
support systems 
and relationships 
Patricia developed 
were pivotal to   
her success.”

FINDING A PATH WITH 
THE PROMISE SCHOLARS 
PROGRAM

Patricia Mae Sumang didn’t know what she wanted to 
do her senior year, and she knew she couldn’t commit 
to a four-year university when she still felt so uncertain 
about her future. The pandemic complicated things 
too – so many of her peers had to endure a completely 
different set of challenges than the students who had 
come before – she had to shift the way she learned, 
the way she connected with friends, and the way she 
thought about college too. 

But that’s when the Promise Scholars Program at Skyline 
College stretched out a hand, and for Patricia, that’s 
what makes the Promise Scholars Program so important 
– it’s there to support students even when things are 
challenging and overwhelming. In fact, that’s when 
Promise has the biggest impact.

The Promise Scholars Program (PSP) provided the 
perfect transition from high school to college. The 
myriad resources, support systems and relationships 
Patricia developed were pivotal to her success. The 
sense of cohesive community provided by PSP really 
tied in with other communities at Skyline College. For 
Patricia, being a Promise student allowed her to also find 
the Kababayan Learning Community which focuses on 
education in relation to the Filipino American cultural 
experience. But maybe most importantly, Promise 
allowed her to make the connection to her counselor 
Kim Davalos, who became both a mentor and friend 
over her two years at Skyline College.

As a result of the Promise Scholars Program, Patricia’s 
whole approach to education shifted, “I’ve learned that 
this is a period of change in my life and that I need to 
embrace it. I was more uncertain before, and now I’ve 
shifted to a growth mindset where anything is possible.”
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This year, the Associated Students of Skyline College 
(ASSC) worked to further embed equity and social 
justice into their 2021-2022 programming. With many 
students choosing to take classes virtually, one of the 
biggest breakthroughs for the student leaders of ASSC 
was their use of Padlet to create event spaces for sharing 
links, photos, quotes, information & social interaction 
through a simple, customizable design that is accessible 
to students.

During the fall semester, student leaders provided 
programming from Welcome Week to Latinx Heritage 
Month to Filipinx History Month. As a result, ASSC was 
able to collaborate with the Bay Area Entrepreneur 
Center, local voter’s registration groups for multiple voter 
registration events, the Kababayan Learning Community, 
Model United Nations Club for United Nations Day, and 
Kuata’s Performing Arts for Tonga Day just to name a 
few. For the first time in four years, student leaders were 
able to collaborate with Chumash Native Americans 
to educate their peers about indigenous culture and 
the people that inhabited California prior to American 
colonization. They also worked with the Veterans 
Resource Center and Dr. Moreno herself to create the 
first online Veterans Day celebration.

When the Spring semester began, 
student leaders hit the ground 
running with Black History 
Month and Women’s History 
Month - which challenged them 
to think critically about student 
engagement and how social 
justice impacts our campus. 
Student leaders were able to 
host an online College Lecture 
Series featuring Dr. David Stovall, 
gathering hundreds of students, 
staff, faculty and members of our 
administration to listen to Dr. 
Stovall’s talk on solidarity. In April 
and May, Asian & Pacific Islander 
Month had multiple events which 
focused on Anti-Asian Hate.

In spite of the challenges, this was 
a year of growth and cultivation 
of stronger partnerships to 
better serve the Skyline College 
community.

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS 
FIND CREATIVE WAYS     
TO ENGAGE
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PEOPLE’S COLLEGE 
INITIATIVE 

Skyline College established the People’s 
College Initiative (PCI) in order to transform 
our climate into a healthy college learning 
environment and workplace experience, to 
democratize our institution, and develop a 
campus-wide civic mindset – so that students 
leave our campus with a deep understanding 
of the importance of democracy and advocacy. 
This is important work being undertaken by all 
four constituency groups on campus to ensure 
each group contributes and has a meaningful 
voice as we shape the future of the Skyline 
College experience.

This year, four Task Groups were established 
to represent each of the four focus areas 
of the initiative: To become and antiracist 
and equitable institution, to develop a 
civic mindset across campus, to engage in 
regular and iterative climate reviews with an 
eye toward continuous improvement, and 
ensuring participatory governance is an open 
and transparent process. Below is a summary 
of the work ahead.

Antiracism & Equity Task Group

The Antiracism & Equity Task Group aims to 
create an antiracist and equitable culture that 
embraces campus-wide training, practice and 
action toward becoming an antiracist college. 
This year, the group worked to engage its goals 
and determine its deliverables. A subgroup 
was tasked with developing an Equity and 
Antiracist Matrix detailing the programs and 
services related to equity and antiracism 
throughout Skyline College. The subgroup will 
produce data creating a clear depiction of the 
concentrated areas focusing on equity and 
antiracism within Skyline College, duplicative 
programming, need for programming, and 
other critical elements helping to inform our 
respective equity and antiracism efforts.

Civic Mindset Task Group

The Civic Mindset Task Group aims to contextualize a civic 
mindset across the institution, with a focus on graduating 
students with self-advocacy skills and a true understanding 
of democratic principles as the foundation of our country, 
and the importance of civic engagement and social justice 
activism to effect transformative change. This year the group 
hosted an open house during the Spring 2022 opening day, as 
well as a student outreach event in collaboration with TRIO. 
Over the semester the group has developed their charge and 
brought forward three key focus areas for implementation 
in the 2022-23 academic year, including expanding our 
college-wide focus on food insecurity, increasing democratic 
engagement opportunities through the creation of a civic 
engagement series, partnerships with local organizations, and 
the creation of new curriculum modules, and finally creating 
a campus-wide Day of Service that will cultivate partnerships 
with community organizations.

Climate Review Task Group

The Climate Review Task Group aims to engage in regular 
and iterative climate reviews in order to measure our 
transformation in becoming a healthy campus, which 
includes creating a strategic approach for improvement 
based on climate review results and implement changes. 

The group first revisited previous climate reviews and 
ensured that any previously approved recommendations had 
been acted upon. As a result of this comprehensive review, 

“PCI aims to 
democratize 
our institution, 
and develop a 
campus-wide 
civic mindset so 
that students 
leave our campus 
with a deep 
understanding of 
the importance of 
democracy and 
advocacy.”
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the group reported to the College Governance Council 
(CGC) in May 2022, recommending the creation of a new 
Gender Equity Task Group which will be populated in Fall 
2022. The Task Group also recommended the creation of 
survey questions to be used in a comprehensive third-
party-implemented Campus Climate Review in late Fall 
2022-Spring 2023.

Participatory Governance Task Group

The Participatory Governance Task Group aims to sustain 
a respectful college learning environment that welcomes 
an open workplace experience where voices are valued 
through empowerment, consensus-building, and active 
participatory governance. This year, the group created an 
interactive website for each committee and developed 
a template to ensure open meetings and transparent 
publication of membership, meeting dates, agendas 
and minutes. The group has also requested that all 
constituent committees submit a report annually to the 
College Governance Council. Each fall, a constituency 
leadership orientation will be held to ensure their 
obligation of reporting to College Governance Council is 
met. A new participatory governance guidebook has been 
opened for review, to be completed in June 2023. The 
Task Group will continue to develop a communication 
plan about participatory governance to ensure a broad 
understanding about this important ongoing work.

INTEGRATED PLANNING

Skyline College has engaged in an 
integrated planning model, where 
all college planning documents 
and accreditation reports align with 
the Educational Master Plan and 
the Districts Strategic Goals. This 
year, we developed an Enrollment 
Recovery Strategy to inform the 
work of our newly authorized 
Enrollment Strategy Committee. 
And, we opened a new planning 
cycle starting with the Educational 
Master Plan and our Student Equity 
Plan, to be followed by a Strategic 
Enrollment Management plan 
and a Technology Plan. All plans 
will include feedback from our 
constituencies as part of our newly 
realized participatory governance 
focus.
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AT-A-GLANCE
Skyline College is committed to developing 
culturally rich and globally informed educational 
opportunities for an annual population of 
over 16,000 students. Students can choose 
from approximately 100 degree and certificate 
programs to achieve their educational goals 
in an affordable and supportive environment. 

Key transfer agreements in place with a wide 
range of public and private colleges including 
UC Berkeley, UCLA, UC Davis and San Francisco 
State University make Skyline College a top 
destination for students working to transfer to a 
four year college or university.

Degrees/Certificates Awarded

Transfers to UC/CSU

Student Demographics

2021-2022 Skyline College International Student Enrollment:
367 students representing 50 countries
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 Note: UC transfers are reported for the entire academic year, but CSU transfers are reported for fall only.
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY
“Investment in 
Skyline College’s 
buildings, 
infrastructure, 
and facilities 
gives students 
and communities 
from across 
the region a 
compelling 
reason to choose 
Skyline College.”

Investment in Skyline College’s buildings, infrastructure, 
and facilities gives students and communities from 
across the region a compelling reason to choose 
Skyline College, visit the campus, learn, participate, and 
build the future of opportunity in San Mateo County. 
Capital Improvement Program (CIP) projects underway 
include renewal and improvements to classrooms, 
faculty offices, and other learning and rehearsal spaces 
in Building 1, and the creation of 21 HyFlex classrooms 
and meeting spaces in Buildings 14, 12, 8, 7, 6 and 1, 
which will ensure that Skyline College’s ability to 
deliver hybrid learning that keeps pace with the most 
up-to-date teaching and learning techniques.   

Furthermore, at the direction of the SMCCCD Board of 
Trustees, Skyline College also received $2,768,767 to 
further establish three essential programs that directly 
benefit students as part of the SMCCCD Free College 
Initiative: Zero-Textbook Cost (ZTC), Promise Scholars 
Program, and Dual Enrollment. This transformational 
support will further remove economic barriers for San 
Mateo County students, including those from local 
high schools.
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Fiscal Year (FY) 2021-2022 saw many courses and services 
restored to pre-Pandemic levels on Skyline College’s campus, 
either in full, partially, or in a modified hybrid format. 
Lower expenses from partially reduced physical operations 
were offset by increased expenses associated with the 
transition back to campus, as well as substantially lower fee 
revenue deriving from campus services such as the Child 
Development and Learning Center (CDLC), facilities rentals, 
the Passport Office, and the Bay Area Entrepreneurship 
Center.   

As with FY2020-2021, one-time federal aid in the form 
of Higher Education Emergency Relief Funding (HEERF) 
permitted the campus to offer expanded opportunities 
and essential services that better equipped students to 
continue their education during the recovery period. HEERF 
II provided $1,920,230 to Skyline College of which $1,419,595 
supported direct aid to students. HEERF III also provided 
$8,940,123 of which $5,576,736 became direct aid to students. 
HEERF III will continue to facilitate student services, and 
campus operations in FY2022-2023. Vital support from 
San Mateo County taxpayers totaling $55,095,265 enabled 
Skyline College to provide access to high quality, affordable 
collegiate education to 15,999 full-time and part-time 
students. In combination with the aforementioned HEERF 
support, external sources like the State of California, the 
US Government, and other crucial funding partners, added 
$32,293,368 to College operations. 



FOUNDATION
UPDATE

San Mateo County Community Colleges 
Foundation promotes philanthropy throughout 
our community, ensuring that everyone in San 
Mateo County can afford and achieve a higher 
education at Skyline College, Cañada College, 
and College of San Mateo. Through the generosity 
of individual, corporate, and foundation donors, 
SMCCCF provides scholarships for San Mateo 
County Community College District students and 
funding for programs at the three colleges. 

Even during the best of economic times, many 
students at Skyline College and in the District 
face significant financial barriers to achieving the 
dream of completing a college education. Since 
1966, the Foundation has been here to support. 
During the COVID-19 pandemic and ensuing 
economic decline, the Foundation immediately 
embraced its responsibility to the District’s 
students. The SMCCC Foundation Emergency 
Fund and the Undocumented Student Fund were 
quickly established to cover students’ most basic 
needs in the time of crisis. Over 1,000 emergency 
grants were distributed from both these funds. 

In addition to raising funds from its own donors, 
the Foundation regularly collaborates on 
fundraising efforts with Skyline College, such as 
the President’s Breakfast Planning Committee. 
Alongside the leadership of Skyline College, 
we continue our important work through our 
community-based President’s Council to support 
the President’s Innovation Fund and the Promise 
Scholars program. We raised nearly $100,000 at 
our annual President’s Breakfast Event in April 
2022.

San Mateo County Community Colleges 
Foundation wishes to thank the organization’s 
Board of Directors. Their continued partnership 
and support enhance and strengthen the 
Foundation’s ability to fundraise for all the 
colleges in the District, including Skyline College.

“Since 
1966, the 
Foundation 
has helped 
to remove 
financial 
barriers for 
students 
in order to 
support their 
success.”
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FREE GROCERIES
TO SUPPORT THE 
COMMUNITY

Skyline College held 50 weekly 
Drive-Thru Grocery Distributions, 
which served an average of 
951 households each week and 
distributed 2,452,968 pounds 
of free groceries. This program 
offset over $4.3 million in 
grocery costs for our students 
and local community, making it 
the largest grocery distribution 
in San Mateo and Santa Clara 
counties. SparkPoint led these 
events with the support of Public 
Safety, Facilities, Second Harvest 
Food Bank of Silicon Valley and 
over 400 community volunteers, 
including 15 regular volunteers 
who distributed groceries at over 
45 events. 

Skyline College continued 
to ensure the health and 
safety of our students, faculty 
and staff in the face of the 
ongoing Covid-19 Pandemic. 
A vaccination requirement 
remained in place for all 
students, masks were provided 
free of charge at public areas 
across campus, and facilities 
staff  practiced enhanced 
cleaning and sanitization 
procedures. And as we 
transitioned back to in-person 
instruction, we held monthly 
Return to Campus briefings 
that continued throughout the 
year and provided a space for 
leadership to share the latest 
information and also answer 
questions from the campus 
community. The students, 
faculty and staff of Skyline 
College continue to inspire 
with their resilience, drive, and 
determination.

COVID-19 &
RETURNING TO 
CAMPUS 

EMPLOYEE AWARDS

Meyer Excellence in Teaching Award Classified Special Recognition Award

Dr. Emilie Hein
Emilie, a stellar Physics professor, 
has made amazing contributions to 
the Physics program and beyond. 
She is the founder of Physics 
Jam and Mindfulness Mondays, a 
frequent contributor to the Science 
in Action lecture series, a champion 
of zero textbook cost teaching, co-
director of the MESA Program, and 
an overall advocate for students 
and her colleagues.
 
Pia Walawalkar
Pia, the Equity & Outreach Librarian, 
has done incredible work in 
developing innovative programs 
and services that center the library 
as a hub for all on campus. Her 
involvement in programs like 
Sharing HerStories, Human Library, 
and Poetry Corner demonstrate 
her creative methods of combining 
learning and self-expression, 
human awareness, and historical 
perspectives.

Classified Employee of the Year
 

Mylene Foo
Mylene, the Program Services 
Coordinator for ESL Connect, goes 
above and beyond in her roll to 
ensure prospective and current ESL 
students feel supported, valued, 
and empowered to succeed. She 
has guided countless students 
through the application and 
enrollment process and helps 
ensure that education is accessible 
for speakers of other languages.

Jeremy Evangelista-Ramos
Jeremy, our outstanding College 
Recruiter, is the face of Skyline 
College for many current and 
prospective students. As the leader 
of the Skyline College Outreach 
Department, Jeremy ensures that 
Skyline College is represented well 
in the community, especially at our 
local high schools. Jeremy and his 
small but mighty team of Student 
Ambassadors bring their energy 
and determination to everything 
they do.

Kennya Ruiz
Kennya, the Division Assistant for 
the Language Arts Division, ensures 
that things run smoothly for faculty, 
staff and students taking classes in 
this division. Kennya arrives every 
day with a smile and provides a 
friendly front-office face to each 
and every individual who comes 
into the office. She has also taken 
on a leadership role as the Vice 
President of the Classified Senate.

President’s Excellence in Leadership Award

Chad Thompson
Chad, the Director of SparkPoint, 
has made it his mission to build 
a hunger-free community by 
overseeing the weekly Skyline 
College Food Market Grocery 
Distribution. Chad coordinates a 
variety of resources to distribute 
nutritious food to students and 
community which have been 
essential in alleviating the impacts 
of the Covid-19 pandemic.
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Skyline College’s Dual Enrollment 
Program is one component of a broader 
comprehensive partnership with local 
high school communities. It provides 
high school students with access to 
college courses while permitting them 
to simultaneously complete high 
school graduation requirements.  It also 
facilitates the transition from high school 
to college with the ultimate goal of 
moving students to transfer to academic 
programs or into the workforce. This year, 
the program grew from 2,792 students 
from 16 high schools to 3,589 students 
from 18 high schools – an impressive 29% 
year over year growth demonstrating a 
clear demand in the community.

The Strategic Partnerships and Workforce 
Development Division has also worked 
to create and maintain relationships with 
employer partners from a multitude of 
companies in a diversity of industries. 
Within the past year major companies 
such as PG&E, Boys & Girls Club, Madison 
Reed, and Cytokinetics among others 
have continued to expand the level 
of collaboration in order to provide 
experiential opportunities for Skyline 
College students. Specific events such 
as mock interviews were created in 
partnership with companies such as Tesla, 
PNC Bank, and Apple to permit Dual 
Enrollment and Middle College students 
to practice job interviewing skills.  
Additionally, job/internship postings 
and employer spotlights from virtual 
and in-person events have increased 

participation by the college and greater 
communities in showcases, career fairs, 
and networking events among other 
workforce development experiences.

A major industry partnership continues 
to be the Industry Leadership Council.  
The Council is comprised of local 
industry professionals from across 
various fields and representatives 
of Skyline College. It works to move 
students from the classroom to 
employment by providing access to 
essential skills and tools needed to 
obtain employment in the industries 
of their choice.  This year’s goal was 
to design the first phase of a career-
focused mentorship program through 
the use of documented group 
discussions that would identify the 
needs of a post-pandemic workforce.

“Dual Enrollment 
provides high school 
students with access 

to college courses 
while permitting them 

to simultaneously 
complete high 

school graduation 
requirements.”  

PARTNERING 
WITH LOCAL 
HIGH SCHOOLS 
& THE BROADER 
COMMUNITY
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